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Growth

Honesty and Trust

After School Program
Monday-Thursday
3.20-5pm

Breakfast Club

Tuesday, Wednesday &
Thursday
8.30-9am

Lunch Order Day
Thursday

Orders with payment must be
placed in the “Lunch
order” box in the office
foyer by Wednesday lunch
time. If dealing directly with the
Nicolson Store, orders need to
be placed no later than 9am
Thursday

DATES TO REMEMBER

FEBRUARY

Preps do not attend school
Wednesdays for the month
of February

Thursday 11th

School Council meeting
5.30pm

MARCH

Friday 5th

Royal Flying Doctors
Visit

Monday 15tth

Pupil Fee Day-Professional
Development for all staff.
To be confirmed .

Wednesday 17th

Scholastic Book Fair
Bug Blitz Biodiversity
incursion

Thursday 18th

Scholastic Book fair

Respect

Connectedness

Inclusiveness

Fun

The start of a school year is a very busy time as we resettle into school
routines and expectations. In the first few weeks the focus of all classrooms is on
building relationships, learning expectations, exploring and implementing routines, the
structure of our workshop model and the role of both students and teachers in learning. Exploring and understanding Learner Qualities are an important component of this
work.
Learner Qualities are those behaviours that enhance the student’s ability to learn and
develop independence as learners.
Learner Qualities are life skills that are essential for success at school and in everyday
life. At Nicholson Primary School we focus on the 6 Learner Qualities – Self-Aware,
Resourceful, Persist, Use Feedback, Reflect and Connect.
Student Absences
Is it a Department requirement that all students must be accounted for everyday. If
your child is absent, school needs to be notified by no later than 9.30am on the day or
in advance if you know of a day your child/children will be away from school. There is
an absence form on the Skoolbag App or via a text message to the school mobile–
0447 123 744. Any unreported absences will be followed up by the school.
Home Reading
All students across the school take home books to read and are expected to read every night for a nominated amount of time. Reading time at home is intended to be a time
for your child to “show off” their skills and what they are able to do as a developing
and/or independent reader. The books/reading material are deliberately chosen by, or
in consultation with, the teacher to be below where your child is reading at school
when they are supported with explicit instruction and scaffolding by the teacher.
An important element of reading is understanding what has been read. To help
develop comprehension you could ask lots of questions about the story, the
characters, make predictions about what might happen next, etc. Pictures and
illustrations are an important part of the text, take the time to explore these and have
conversations around what you can see, especially before the reading begins.
If you would like to know more about how you can help with reading at home, come in
and have a chat to your classroom teacher.
The books your child reads at home are also used during Independent learning in daily
reader’s workshops in the classroom so it is paramount that red reader bags
containing their reading books are bought into school every day.
Breakfast Club
Breakfast Club is proving to be a very popular meeting place in the mornings! As from
next week it will also be open Wednesdays. Thankyou to Stevie, Kathy and the very
efficient team of senior students who help make the mornings very enjoyable.
Kind Regards,

Sue Clague
Principal

At Nicholson Primary School we acknowledge the Gunai-Kurnai people ,
the traditional owners of the land our school is built on.
We pay respects to the elders past, present and emerging
and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

Happy Birthday!

P-1
The last few weeks have been very busy in our classroom. I am very proud of how well the prep-ones have settled
into their new classroom. The first weeks of school involve setting expectations, learning
routines and introducing our Workshop Model which we use during Reading, Writing and Numeracy.
In spelling Prep students have been introduced to our Soundwaves chant and actions for the sounds, b, k, d, f, g and
h. Once all the initial sounds have been introduced there will be a weekly focus on one sound.
Thank you to the parents for making a big effort with home reading, filling in reading nights in your child’s reading
diary and the students for bringing their red reader bag every day to school. Well done!

Grade 1-2
Reading
We have been setting up our classroom library, with the students choosing books and deciding how they would like
to sort and display them in our classroom. We are also revising the Getting Knowledge Ready process that we do
before we begin to read.
Writing
We have been focusing on handwriting. The grade 1s were thrilled to have lined writing books this year, so their
focus has been to get their letters to ‘sit’ on the solid line. The grade 2s have continued to develop their handwriting
with individual goals to work on.
Maths
We have started the year with a big focus on how our brains develop and ‘grow’ in maths. We have discussed how
challenges help us to form new pathways in our brains, connecting our neurons. We have also discussed how
believing we can solve a problem is very important. This has helped the students to face challenging problems in
maths (and other areas) with a positive attitude and excitement at the possibility of learning more.

Grade 3-4
It has been an exciting start to the year for the three-four class. They have enjoyed being back together in one big
group, and with the addition of our four new students, we have spent some time getting to know each other and
revising classroom expectations and the Effective Learner Qualities
Reading
We have set up our classroom library and set expectations for home reading. As usual their take home readers must
travel to and from school daily so that we can practise at school as well as recording reading nights (home reading).
We have revised the importance of getting knowledge ready before reading in order to fully comprehend what the
text is about.
Writing
In writing time we have had a major focus on bookwork expectations (ruling up, date etc) and correct handwriting.
Only children who form their letters correctly, starting and stopping at the right places, are allowed to move on to
cursive writing.
Numeracy
In numeracy we began with a data/time driven focus using the topic ‘Birthday Maths’. We created tallies, and
graphed the birthdays by season. We have been working on problem solving tasks from the week of inspirational
maths which includes work on how different people’s brains visualise, process and solve problems differently.

Grade5-6
Reading
In reading we have established our classroom library and discussed how to choose "Just Right" books. We have
talked about ourselves as readers and identified what we like and don't like about reading. We have begun our class
novel, "Tom Appleby Convict Boy" and are learning to give detailed questions about what we have read using evidence from the text and recording into full sentences. Mrs Merante is busy testing our individual reading strategies so
that we can set our learning goals and begin work in guided reading.
Writing
We have begun our Word Study program for the year which includes word meaning, phonemes, syllables, parts of
speech, synonyms, antonyms and affixes. We have started our Writer's Notebooks by planting "Writer's Seeds" and
have established our workbook expectations.
Maths
In maths we are exploring strategies for learning mathematics by trying challenging, open ended problems and
trialling ways to get out of the "Learning Pit". We are also collecting data on our classmates to represent in a variety
of ways and then analysing this data.

